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This photo of a solitary Little Free Library surrounded by fallen leaves on the shores of a Swiss lake
pretty much sums up how I’d like to spend my fall. But pandemic be damned, we’re making the best
of these bizarre and difficult times and forging ahead with hopeful plans for the months ahead.

Hello My Tribe,
Those words are from the newsletter for the Silent Book Club and
spoke to me. This summer has been miserable with the heat, the
fires and the smoke. If I hadn’t had the Capitol Crime projects to
keep me going, I might still be under my covers.
I am excited about the upcoming Anthology. Plans for the launch
are coming together, but going “Hybrid” is stepping into a brave new
world. The Anthology launch forced me to start looking for a venue
and opened my eyes to the reality of WiFi and Bandwidth demands
that were not previously concerns for our gatherings. And that was
only the beginning. Cameras, microphones, screens and projectors
(Oh My!) will be added to our inventory of signage, loaning book
library and sign-in sheets we always brought to chapter meetings.
But wait, there’s more! I was thinking about Holiday parties of the
past. They centered around a meal which gave us a chance to talk
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From the President continued

in small groups with people we usually only nodded to coming in and out the door.
I don’t think watching a screen filled with people eating is going to cut it. After the
Anthology Launch and Holiday/Book Club events, the chapter meetings, hopefully
back at the Rancho Cordova Library, should be a walk in the park!
I want to thank the members who stepped forward to move into Leadership positions
on the Capitol Crimes Board. The actual slate and timeline for the election will be sent
to current members soon.
Next year, as your President Emeritus, I hope to co-chair a writer’s workshop. Historically the chapter has alternated a workshop with the Anthology so it is time. If it occurs
in late spring, fingers crossed, that should be enough time for Covid restrictions to
relax. I am missing face to face contact with you. I need it to create, like I need the air
to breathe. I also know not everyone is willing or able to make contact that soon so
we are going to try a hybrid option. Zoom allows us to have speakers not able to be
physically present and we will have real live instructors as well.
I can not do this alone. I need help with Marketing & Publicity,
Registration, Speaker Coordination, Materials & Handouts, Technical Coordination, Food, Setup & Take-down. Shoot me an email
with suggestions on workshop content and offers of help.
Pandemic be damned! Let’s get busy with our hopeful plans!!
—Penny Manson, President

Upcoming Events
Members Marketplace
Murder Most Foul 2
Saturday, September 18, 2021
1:00 pm • Zoom
BOOK CLUB
Black Label by James L’Etoile
Tuesday, October 12, 2021
7:00 PM • Zoom
Capitol Crimes Anthology Kick-Off Celebration - In Person
Sunday, October 24, 2021 • 1:00 PM
Folsom Community Center, 52 Natoma Street, Folsom CA
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Capitol Crimes Anthology Kick-Off Celebration - On Zoom
Sunday, October 24, 2021 • 1:00 PM • On Zoom
Visit www.CapitolCrimes.org for details and to register.
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Chapter News
MEMBERS MARKETPLACE
Join us at 1pm on September 18,
2021, for our second Members
Marketplace! Murder Most Foul
2 is a spectacular showcase
featuring four fabulous authors
- Donna Del Oro, June Gillam,
Susan McCormick, and Marie
Sutro!
FREE event. Register today!

BOOK CLUB
Join us 7pm PT on October 12, 2021, when our featured author
will be Silver Falchion Award and Bill Crider Award Finalist,
James L’Etoile.
We will be discussing the brand new thrilling mystery, Black Label.
This invitation is open to all members and their friends.
(Even if you don’t have a chance to read the book in advance, you
are welcome to join the discussion and find out what we’re all
about. Hope to see you then!)
Click here to register.

Now taking submisisons for
Book Club in 2022. Click here
for more details and for the
submission form.
www.CapitolCrimes.org
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Chapter News
SAVE THE DATE!
Be sure to save the date for
our very first hybrid event, the
Kickoff for our wonderful 2021
Anthology, Cemetery Plots of
Northern California. Circumstances allowing, we are looking forward to inviting anyone
who is able to attend this funfilled event in person. We have
reserved a room in the Folsom
Community Center. The center
has plenty of parking and easy
access. We will have time to
mingle, play games centered
around the many Sacramento
themes represented in the stories in the anthology, an opportunity to hear from all of the
authors and meet those who can attend in person. Also, you’ll be able to pre-order
your copy of the book to pick it up that day, and maybe get some author signatures!
If you are unable to attend in person, we hope you will mark your calendar and attend
by Zoom. You will still be able to play games and learn more about the authors, and
you will be able to pre-order your book to be delivered to your home..
Of course, we will be monitoring the COVID situation and are prepared to go back to
virtual if safety concerns make that the best option. We will keep you posted as the
event gets closer.
We are also planning some fun pre-party activities that you can do on your own to
earn chances to win prizes. Stay tuned for more!
Consider Donating!
And, speaking of prizes, if you would like to make a contribution to our prize stash,
please email us at CapitolCrimes@gmail.com. Perhaps you’d like to send us a copy of
your own book, other wonderful mysteries, gift cards, or other mystery, writing, or
Halloween themed items. Anything that you would be thrilled to win!
Volunteer to Help at the Event!
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We will also need help the day of the event. We are looking for
people to fill the following roles: Tech support for Zoom and
video, food services for a light snack spread, raffle and game
assistance, and general hospitality. If you are interested in any
of these roles, please email us at CapitolCrimes@gmail.com.
Thank you to Catriona McPherson who
wrote the foreword for the anthology!
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Member News
From member Frank Rankin Hello to all the members of Capitol Crimes (C.C.). I am Frank Rankin, currently the C.C.
secretary.
Like many of our members, I am a wannabe writer. I finished a manuscript back in
2012, then I lost confidence in my writing, and I did very little writing for the next seven
years. In 2019, for some reason I started writing again, a different story I’d started
several years ago. I finished the manuscript at the end of November 2019. However,
finishing a manuscript doesn’t mean it’s ready, or worthy of being published.
My first editor, who lives in Woodstock, NY, took four months, and only got through
half of the manuscript. She had some medical problems, so she wasn’t able to finish
the job. I wasn’t upset because medical problems can happen to anyone. What she
was able to do was helpful. Then I used another editor in the Bay Area, who was very
good, and quick. A friend of mine in New York, who has published several books,
and he looked at my manuscript and which were very helpful. He recommended I
have a developmental editor go through my manuscript. I sent the manuscript to a
developmental editor and three months later, I had not heard from her. I emailed
her, and she sent it the next day. She was helpful, but I didn’t agree some of her
recommendations.
I was going to try a different developmental editor, but she was too busy, and she
referred me to a different editor named Ed Stackler. Ed was amazing and extremely
helpful. He works with several published authors. He pointed out several weaknesses,
and I went on to rework those weaknesses. He reviewed it again, pointing out a few
other issues.
As of about ten days ago, Ed felt the manuscript was ready, and he sent it to a literary
agent he knows. I presume agents are busy, and I have no idea when or if I will hear
from the agent. If I don’t hear something positive in the next two or three weeks, I will
try the literary agent who represents my friend.
Such are the tales of a wannabe writer. Time will tell if I can get past being a wannabe.

From member Holly West Holly West, author of the Mistress
of Fortune historical mystery series,
interviewed Australian writer Tessa
Lunney about her new book, AUTUMN
LEAVES, 1922. You can watch the
interview here: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=jXsZNukh-j0.
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Member News
Congratulations from Capitol Crimes Richard Meredith won the Silver Falchion award for Best
Action Adventure for his novel The Crow’s Nest at Killer
Nashville 2021.
Longtime member (and former
secretary) Linda Townsdin’s short
story, Re-Entry, published in the
Bouchercon 2020 Anthology,
California Schemin’, is included in
the Best American Mystery and
Suspense anthology. Her story was
chosen by editors Steph Cha and
Alafair Burke.

From member Mark Bacon Mark is pleased to announce the publication of his fourth
Nostalgia City mystery, Dark Ride Deception.
When plans for a mind-bending new theme park ride
technology are stolen from Nostalgia City, ex-cop Lyle
Deming flies to Florida. He he shrugs off jet lag, chronic
anxiety and oppressive humidity to snoop behind the
scenes at other theme parks. It’s a tale of corporate
espionage, betrayal and murder.
The book will be available Sept. 30 at Amazon, B&N,
iBooks, Kobo, and other places.

From member Mysti Berry -
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Mysti Berry’s latest short story, “Invoice Overdue,”
appears in the SinC Desert Sleuth chapter’s anthology:
SO WEST: LOVE KILLS, launching on September 10 and
available for pre-order (Kindle) now. The paperback will
be available after Sept 10.
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Member News
From member Tori Eldridge –
BOOK RELEASE
Tori Eldridge’s THE NINJA BETRAYED, book three in the
Lily Wong mystery thriller series, releases September
14 from Polis Books/Agora. Things get personal for
Chinese-Norwegian modern-day ninja Lily Wong in Hong
Kong when she dives into the dangerous world of triads,
romance, and corporate disaster during the height of the
pro-democracy protests.
Tori Eldridge celebrates the launch of THE NINJA
BETRAYED with several California authors and
bookstores:
Visit Tori’s website for a full schedule of events.

From member Elizabeth Varadan My YA mystery, Imogene and the Case of the Missing
Pearls, is now on AUDIO, narrated by Beverly Matthew.
Check out this great listen on Audible.com. In
“Imogene and the Case of the Missing Pearls,” a day
after Imogene’s obnoxious step-cousins pay a visit, her
mother’s pearls go missing. When Sherlock Holmes
is called in, Imogene, harboring a secret desire to
become a detective, sees her chance to learn...

From member Donna Benedict –
I’m thrilled to announce my new novel “Queen of Charades.” Also, my short story
“Hot Box” was chosen for the Capitol Crimes chapter of Sister in Crime 2021
Anthology, Cemetery Plots of Northern California.
www.CapitolCrimes.org
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Member News
The Elevator Pitch – Elaine Faber
The blurb on the back of my latest mystery, The Spirit Woman of Lockleer Mountain,
briefly outlines the storyline. ‘While the government plans to build a secret facility, housing tract, and big box store that threatens local merchants, someone is selling drugs to the
teens on the nearby Native American reservation…
In addition, Deputy Sheriff Nate Darling wonders if the mysterious woman in the woods
is his sister, out of her mind, living with a mountain lion, or is she the legendary Native
American Spirit Woman.”
I always hold out hope to catch the attention of an agent from a big publishing house,
but these days, publishers are only interested in someone famous or possessing a
platform of 10,000. We, of lesser fame and fortune must resort to Indie Publishing
and self-promotion. Beyond writing a structurally correct story with compelling, identifiable characters, a rewarding beginning, middle and end, and interesting dialogue,
we must be skilled publicists, bookkeepers, full time bloggers, cover artists, and scintillating orators, yet humble enough to take advantage of an opportunity to sell one
of the books we carry over one shoulder in a large canvas bag.
I’ve become passably competent at most of the above skills, but there is yet another
talent to master...In the off chance that I should run into that elusive literary agent
on an elevator, or sipping a Carmel Macchiato at Starbucks, I must be prepared with
what is called in the publishing world, an “elevator pitch.” Once I have the agent’s
momentary attention, within sixty seconds, I must deliver a compelling ‘hook,” convince him that everyone from a Texas cowboy to a New York stockbroker will buy my
book, and it will become a Best Seller.
I have practiced my ‘elevator pitch’ in front of a three-way mirror and perfected where
to smile, when to pause for special effect, and when to use hand motions to emphasize the final punch line.
Unfortunately, I fear if I should ever be fortunate enough to find myself on that imaginary elevator, in spite of good intentions and hours of practice, I expect the conversation will more likely go something like this.
“Uh… Oh, golly! You’re that Random House guy, right? Wait. Let me push this button
and stop this thing. I never thought… You’re not going anywhere special, right? I
have some notes here somewhere. Well, never mind. I wrote a book, see? About that
book… You’re gonna love it. It’s called The Spirit Woman of Lockleer Mountain. Do
you like cats? There’s a mountain lion, see? That’s a cat, right? This lady goes missing
in an accident and then there’s a mysterious woman and a mountain lion. So, about
this cat…see….
The Spirit Woman of Lockleer Mountain is available at Amazon in e-book for $3.99.
http://tinyurl.com/y7rp7f3x
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Elaine Faber is a member of Sisters in Crime, Cat Writers Association, and Northern
California Publishers and Authors. She volunteers weekly with the American Cancer
Society Discovery Shop. She has published eight cozy mystery novels and an anthology of cat stories. Her short stories have appeared in national magazines, have won
multiple awards, and are included in more than 20 anthologies.
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POV - a new monthly column with video content by member Terry Shepherd
Teleprompters
Nothing beats eye contact to add
that telepathic connection to your
content. And if you are working
from a script, I highly recommend
using a teleprompter. That’s the
device that scrolls your words
across a glass frame or in the case
of a smart device app, giving the
illusion that you are looking right
https://www.youtube.com/
into the viewer’s eyes and speaking
watch?v=b6GPp4tgVZY&t=23s
from the heart. Teleprompters
can get pricy, especially if you’re
using a Digital Single Lens Reflex (DSLR) Camera to get broadcast quality video.
For beginners, I recommend downloading a Teleprompter app for iPhone or
Android, putting your device on a tripod, and using the device’s camera to record
your message. The app I use is billed simply as Teleprompter. Joe Allen Pro limited
built it and the app has a rich portfolio of features to make it easy to record scripts
while looking directly at the camera. Teleprompter can load scripts from iCloud or
Dropbox. You can control the scroll by setting the speed on the screen or using a
bluetooth controller to manually advance the text.
The visuals are especially important because many of us use the scrubber to fast
forward without sound until we see what we’re looking for. Some quick tips on
framing your shots. First and foremost, unless you are shooting specifically for a
portrait aspect ratio like TikTok, shoot in landscape mode, the theater screen mode
where you hold your phone sideways. And record with a little wider shot than you
need so you can zoom in during post production and have enough screen room
to move your image to the left when you want to inject another visual into the
presentation. The high resolution on most of the latest smart phones allows for
this without much degradation of image quality and it gives you a lot of flexibility
to adjust the shot to meet the needs of your scene composition.And use a good
external microphone. Look for a specific segment on podcast mics and options for
connecting a good microphone to a smart device. But, in short, what I do is use
the built in microphone as a reference track and record a high quality audio track
with my external Røde NT1 and Adobe audition, syncing up the two tracks in post
and then muting the phone’s audio.If you’re shooting with a DSLR camera, the
Teleprompter app can serve as your display device. It has a mirror function that
reverses the text so it renders properly on the prompter glass and you can use that
same controller to advance the text to match the nuance of your delivery. That’s the
short version.
Do your homework and pick the best solution that works for your particular
situation. Links: Joe Allen Pro Teleprompter app - https://apps.apple.com/us/app/
teleprompter/id941620509
Feel free to email me with any questions at: terry@terryshepherd.com
www.CapitolCrimes.org
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Interesting Reads- a new column by member Carol Newhouse
Hi!
Carol Newhouse here, from Newmarket which is north of
Toronto in Ontario, Canada. I’m excited to bring you my
column called Interesting Reads launching in this issue
of the The Rap Sheet, the Capitol Crimes newsletter.
Did You Say Dogs?
I have always been nuts about dogs. Real dogs. Story
dogs. Put a dog in a book and you’ve hooked me. From
Dodie Smith’s 101 Dalmations (originally presented
across several issues of Women’s Day as The Great Dog Robbery) through Albert
Payson Terhune’s Lad, A Dog to Fred Gipson’s Old Yeller, these classics formed the
cornerstones of my early reading activity.
Through the years my taste in books morphed to mysteries, but I retained my interest
in dogs. So I decided to look at the cozy mystery genre and happily discovered plenty
of titles for armchair detectives who want a canine companion between the pages as
well as at their feet.
One of my favourite mutts is Streetman, a Chiweenie, who appears regularly in J. C.
Eaton’s 4 Murder series. This cross of a Dachshund and Chihuahua originated when
the publisher suggested to J. C. Eaton, the writing team of husband, James E Clapp
and wife, Ann I Goldfarb that they “give the sleuth’s mother a dog and fold it into the
story.”
Streetman doesn’t like to rise early and doesn’t like to wait for treats. He is on
probation from the dog park. He pops into conversations to add humor and vitality to
the narrative. Foremost in the mother’s thoughts, he is the sleuth’s nemesis.
Part of what makes Streetman unique, is that his interaction with
the other characters is usually through reference. To wit:
“You can’t just walk out of here without picking up Streetman
and giving him kisses. He expects that.”
“Um, I think he wants food. He’s standing next to the
refrigerator pawing at it.”
“Oh, you’re right. It must be six-thirty already. That’s when he
gets his evening meatballs.”
“You feed the dog meatballs?”
“Don’t be ridiculous. I mix his dog food with a little bit of shredded cheese and
sometimes some crumbled hardboiled egg. He gets three little meatball
snacks at night.”
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I tried not to groan.

Staged 4 Murder, p. 16-17.

There are currently eight books in the 4 murder series, and Streetman is present and
accounted for in all of them.
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Tracy Weber also writes about a dog in her Downward Dog
Mysteries, but Bella, the German shepherd is more than a
reference. Bella introduces herself to the protagonist, a yoga
instructor, and the reader in Murder Strikes a Pose, when his owner,
alcoholic and homeless, is murdered. Bella is big, intimidating
and unadoptable. Fearful that the dog will be euthanized, the
protagonist, Kate, takes temporary custody of her. She now has
two goals: to find a home for the dog and to solve the murder
of Bella’s owner, a death that police dismiss as a drug-related
street crime.
Bella is an active with her own character arc. True, she causes problems for Kate and
Kate’s business. But when Bella’s first, abusive owner reappears and demands Kate
turn the dog over to him, the reader prays that Kate will stand her ground.
Bella participates in the solution of the murder by being a dog who engages in realistic
canine behaviour. Bella’s housing, health and behavior problems become subplots.
By the end of book one, readers understand that special needs dogs are every bit as
valiant, courageous and necessary to a balanced existence as any other being.
There are six titles in the Downward Dog Mysteries, but Tracy Weber is on hiatus from
fiction writing while she pursues academic goals. After that? We can only hope.
Ready for a romp? The fourth style of mystery that features dogs may cause you to
question your cynicism. Meet Pepe of Waverly Curtis’ Barking Detective mysteries. It
begins with Dial C for Chihuahua.
“At the Humane Society, the Chihuahuas were all in one cage. Most were
milling around or throwing themselves at the bars, barking. One dog sat by
himself, away from the others. A ray of sunlight fell through the opening high
in the cinder block wall and illuminated his white fur.
I knew as soon as I looked into his big, dark eyes that he was mine. He held his
head high but he looked forlorn. It was a feeling I could totally understand. …
(p.1)
I mused aloud, “What shall we call you?”
“My name is Pepe,” he answered in Spanish. “

p. 4.

And we’re off. Pepe speaks and understands Spanish and English. He operates
the remote with his paws. He prefers Spanish soap operas on the television.
And he becomes the other half of the detective team of Geri Sullivan.
Pepe gathers clues and discusses lines of strategy. He is perfect at
eavesdropping because people will say anything, no matter how incriminating,
in front of a dog. But he is still a dog. He marks his territory. He sniffs crotches.
And when he meets Geri’s former boyfriend, he knows just what to do.
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“I do not understand why you would dump this guy.”
“I didn’t dump him, Pepe!..He dumped me.”….
continued on next page
www.CapitolCrimes.org
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Interesting Reads continued

“Oh look at that cute dog in Geri’s car! Amber [the ex-boyfriend’s new squeeze]
said pointing at Pepe. “I want one just like that! Can I hold him?”
“Let me out, Geri!”, said Pepe, his eyes bright.
“Ok,” I said.
I opened the car door, planning to pick him up and hand him to her. But Pepe
was faster than me. He jumped out, hurried over to Jeff, lifted his leg, and peed
all over Jeff’s loafers.” p 188-189.
The Barking Detective stories are just what the doctor ordered, particularly if you
are in need of a pick-me-up read. Interesting mysteries told in a light, frolicking tone.
Spending time with a talking Chihuahua? Icing on the cake.
There are five books in the series and they are still available though Barnes and Noble
and most libraries. However sadly, Waverly Fitzgerald, one half of the writing team
passed on December 13, 2019.
Any column purporting to discuss dogs in mysteries would be
remiss if the work of Laurien Berenson wasn’t mentioned. Starting
with A Pedigree to Die For, this mystery series currently stands at
twenty-eight books and counting.
Dogs permeate this series. The sleuth, Melanie Travis, doesn’t own
a dog at the outset of the first book of the series. However her
sidekick, Aunt Peg, breeds standard poodles and owns twelve.
Since it is Aunt Peg’s husband’s death that Melaine investigates,
there is a lot of contact between Aunt Peg and her niece, which
means there are a lot of dogs in the “home” scenes.
Since the deceased owned a kennel and Aunt Peg’s prize stud dog has been stolen,
plot and settings revolve around the dog shows. Major and secondary characters are
dog people: breeders, professional handlers, groomers, kennel owners.
All of the information about breeds, and specifically poodles, is accurate. Descriptions
of the settings, from the show circuit to the kennels, ring true. The behaviour of
every character, including canine characters, is credible. Information about breeding
programs and genetic testing is scientifically-based. The series is dogs, dogs and more
dogs with intriguing mysteries thrown in for good measure.
And there you have it. Dogs and mysteries—a winning combination.
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Members - feature your latest book cover* in the Book
Cover Carousel on the homepage of CapitolCrimes.org
Send cover art to CapitolCrimes@gmail.com
*one cover per author
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The City of Elk Grove
Arts Commission Presents

The Great Read Book Fair
October 9, 2021

District 56 8230 Civic Center Drive • Elk Grove, California
A day when imagination soars as authors, readers, and beginning writers come together.

Book Fair
Writer’s Conference
Children’s Hour

Be part of the literary excitement!

Writer’s Conference

All day workshops with successful authors and agents.
For information on the conference visit the
Elk Grove Writer’s Guild website at www.egweg.org

Author and Book Vendor

Vendors must bring their own tables, chairs, canopy (optional)
No access to electricity. Spaces are assigned by EG Arts Commission.
Outside booth space fee $25 (8x36, includes table and 2 chairs) 10x10 or limited to 5 inside booth space fee $50.
Information on the website click here for details.

A special thanks to Hallie Ephron for
her workshop “Crafting Suspense: You
know it when you feel it, but how do
you build it into a scene? Into a novel?”
on Saturday, August 21st.
Be sure to attend all our great
presentations!

www.CapitolCrimes.org
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Other News:
National Sisters In Crime Free Webinars - Click here to learn about these FREE events.
“Book to Film: Get Your Work on the Screen” with Barbara Hinske on Wednesday, September 8,
2021, 3 - 4:30 pm ET (12 noon - 1:30 pm PST). Description: Learn how one indie author got her
novel onto the screen and learn how you can do the same thing! Come prepared with one of
your books in mind—this will be a working session.
“Short and Sweet: The Art and Craft of Short Mystery Fiction” with Art Taylor and Steph Cha on
Wednesday, September 22, 2021, 3 - 4:30 pm ET (12 noon - 1:30 pm PST). Description: In the
first of four sessions on the craft of writing short mystery fiction, Art Taylor walks you through
the basics of writing short stories: what is a short story, what is its history, and what you can
expect when you read one. We’ll be joined by Steph Cha, editor of The Best American Mystery
and Suspense 2021, who will talk to Art about what’s going on in the world of short mystery
fiction right now.
Desert Sleuths WriteNow! 2021 Conference - 100% virtual - Sept 10-11, 2021
Click here to register: https://desertsleuths.com/2021conference/
Grand Canyon Writers Sept. 11, 2021 @ 10:30 am - “Everything You Ever Wanted to Ask a Literary Agent (and more!)”
Paula Munier, writer, editor, teacher and agent. Paula is a Senior Agent and Content Strategist
with Talcott Notch Literary Services. For more information click here.
Arson Investigations - Zoom Invite - September 18 at 2 p.m. You are invited to the Sisters
in Crime - Central Virginia Zoom presentation of “It’s Getting Hot in Here - An Intro to Arson
Investigations.” Our presenter is Lt. Justin Finan, Assistant Fire Marshal in Henrico Country.
To receive the Zoom link, please email your name, email address and the name of your SinC
chapter to SinC_CVa@yahoo.com.
The Great Valley Bookfest: Manteca, California - October 9, 2021
The Great Valley Bookfest will feature numerous authors, arts and crafts, book sales, plus
gourmet food and beverage vendors. Vendors will be outdoors so please come prepared for
all types of weather. Go to: gvbookfest.org
Partners in Crime, San Diego Chapter invites you to attend this free event:
Saturday, Sept 11 at 2:00 PM Pacific Time (US and Canada)
San Diego Harbor Police Chief Mark G. Stainbrook on “Crime at the Port (and Airport)”
Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82431504310?pwd=emJZWlRwUlNXYWxHN0RRL1gxZUhNQT09
Meeting ID: 824 3150 4310
Passcode: 706364

FOLLOW US, LIKE US - JOIN US!

Visit www.CapitolCrimes.org for details.

GOT CONTENT?
SEPTEMBER
2021

Send your press-ready article to: CapitolCrimes@gmail.com
Put “Newsletter” in the subject line. Due by the third week of the month.
We will publish the first Monday of the following month.
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